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NEW LOOK CAREER REPORT FOR ONE YEAR
Name
Date of Birth
Time of Birth
Place of Birth

XXXX YYYY
DD MM YYYY 978
HH:TT:SS
TOWN, CITY, JAPAN

BIRTH CHART

Remarks_1: As (Your Ascendant), Sun (Su), Moon (Mo), Mars (Ma), Mercury (Me), Jupiter (Ju),
Venus (Ve), Saturn (Sa), Moon’s North Node, Rahu (Ra), Moon’s South Node: Ketu (Ke), Uranus
(Ur), Pluto (Pl), Neptune (Ne), R (Retrograde), Exp: JuR (Jupiter is retrograded).
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1.

Your Natal Chart Demystified

1.1.

HIGHLIGHTS OF YOUR BIRTH CHART:

Ascendant (Lagna)

Your ascendant is Aquarius

Ascendant Lord

The planet Saturn is lord of ascendant in your birth chart.

Moon Sign (Rashi)

Your Moon sign is Taurus.

Birth Star (Nakshatra)

You were born in Rohini Nakshatra with 1st phase.

Manglik Status

The presence of Mars in the fourth house indicates that you are a
Mangalik.

Sun Saturn Status

Both planets are located in the 2nd & 12th houses from each other in
your natal chart.

Partnership Lord

The planet Sun represents the house of partnerships in your birth
chart.

Exalted Planet(s)

Moon is exalted in your birth chart.

Debilitated Planet(s)

Sun is in its sign of debilitation in your birth chart.

Own House Planet(s)

Rahu & Ketu are located in its own sign in your birth chart.

Mooltrikon Planet(s)

Venus is located in its Mooltrikona sign in your birth chart.

Combust Planet(s)

Jupiter & Venus are combust in your birth chart.

Career Lord

Career is signified by 10th house in a birth chart. The planet Mars is
the lord of house of career in your birth chart.

Luck Lord

9th house denotes luck and destiny in life. The planet Venus stands
for the house of luck in your chart.

Your Basic Nature

As you are born with certain principles, you have to quite often
confront with others as you cannot deviate from principles. Selfless
service is your motto. However you are adamant. You are
determined, considerate, ambitious, energetic, generous, honourable,
frank, warm-hearted, self-confident, fearless, and persevering. You
are very intelligent and efficient in most of the walks of life. You are
very soft minded. You are, prudent, self-willed, reserved, reasonable,
thoughtful and of practical nature. You have special organizing
capacity with good tolerance and patience. You are good natured,
outspoken and helpful to mankind. You are very reasonable and
unprejudiced. You are kind, compassionate and impressionable. You
are cheerful and optimistic. You are generally a popular and helpful
individual. You will get help from government. Your literary
capacity and greatness will come to limelight at your young age. You
are capable of acquiring very fine and high education. You can also
shine in social work. However you are fit for any type of work,
particularly in teaching and as an advisor.

Strong Planets

The planets Moon, Jupiter, Venus & Mercury are well placed as well
as in strong strength in your birth chart.
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Weak Planets

1.2.

The planets Sun & Mars are comparatively weak in your birth chart.

Planet Strength at a Glance
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2.
2.1.

General trends and signatures in your career path
Your natal affinity to a choice of career as per your “Varna”
From our natal chart, our Varna is calculated based on the Nakhatra location of Moon in
our natal chart. The original Varnashram was created to assign tTable of planets sign type
and sign elementshe division of labor in the production and distribution system of the
economy. A person’s Varna indicated his core competence based on his personality and
intrinsic nature to be best suited for a particular function in the society. It was not a
hereditary system.
We give below the different functions associated with each of the 4 Varna classifications.
In Bhagavat Gita, Lord Sree Krishna had mentioned about 4 Gunas, based on which 4
Varnas were created according to the kind of work (Karma), a person is supposed to
perform in his/her life as per the qualities the person has inherited based on environment
and circumstances and past Karma. These 4 kinds of works are necessary to maintain the
smooth functioning of the society. These qualities were purely based on the person’s
natural talents and skill. This was an unique system but later on it got degenerated into the
evils of Cast system which was purely based on heredity. Man is essentially a social
animal. For his survival and prosperity, he has to interact with other people also. He has
clear cut duties and responsibilities towards performing special functions which help the
society to sustain and to grow and make progress.

2.2.

These 4 Varnas are as follows
People who by choice and independently, are involved in production and distribution of
goods and services belong to ”Vaishya Varna”.
People who by choice offers their services to others in the society based on their special
skill and strength belong to “Khatriya Varna”.
People who by choice offers their labour and skill completely to and individual or to an
organization against fixed wages belong to “Shudra Varna”.
People who are not directly involved in any production or distribution of goods and
services but have special skill and wisdom for which the society collectively recognizes
and rewards or compensates them materially belong to “Brahman Varna”.
In today’s global economy, the choices of professions or the different kinds of work that
people perform are vast than what they were in ancient times, and every day new
profession or new areas of work are emerging, but at fundamental level this classification
into 4 Varnas are still very much valid.
As per your horoscope, Vedic astrology can decide you belong to which of the 4 Varnas.
This is strictly based on your chart and has nothing to do with your hereditary status. A
brahman’s child can be shudra or vice versa.
As per your natal chart, your Varna is “Vaishya”.
Your present career is related to teaching & education field. You have chosen the right
career as Mercury is located in the 4th Lord Venus is located in the 9th house with Jupiter.

8
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The 5th Lord Mercury is also located in the 9th house is good for this type of job. You
want to know to whether you will be successful as a therapist besides your present job or
activity, it may happen within October 12, 2014 as Jupiter now transit through the 2nd
house from your Ascendant & also aspect your natal 10th house & you are also now
passing through the sub period of Mercury in the main period of Saturn. You are also
suited for business as a consultant as 5th Lord Mercury is located in the 9th house with
benefic Venus.

2.3.

Your natal Affinity to a choice of career as per the sign elements
and sign types of majority of planets in your chart

Table of planets sign type and sign elementnts
Type of Sign/Elements of Sign

Fire

Air

Cardinal

Earth

Water

Su, Me, Ju,
Ve

Fixed

Mo, Ma

Sa

Mo, Ma

Mutable

Ra

Ke

Ra

2.4.

10th house
Your 10th house from Ascendant is “Scorpio” sign.
This is “Fixed” sign type with “Water” element.
Your 10th house lord is located in “Taurus” sign.
This is “Fixed” sign type with “Earth” element.

2.5.

Career Choice as per sign type
Majority of Planets in your chart are located in Cardinal signs and in Earth Elements.
Cardinal signs denote ability to take up pioneer work, to engage in callings that are new,
inventive, and of a public nature. It fits the native to undertake new enterprises, and also to
adopt those professions that require speed, ingenuity, quick wit, tact and diplomacy. It also
denotes that the native will be aspiring and ambitious, never resting until he is his own
master or at the head of whatever pursuit he follows.

2.6.

Career Choice as per sign element
Earthy signs give employment in connection with buildings, mining, and all laborious,
heavy and slow work in which time, labour and perseverance are required. Virgo inclines
to chemistry, Taurus to agriculture or finance, Capricorn to administrative or political
positions.

9
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2.7.

Your career preference as per planets in your 10th house, or lord
of 10th house in case there are no planets in your 10th house
Saturn in the tenth house denotes a precarious condition at some period of Life. Saturn is
essentially the planet of fate, and to all who are born with Saturn in the mind-heaven this
text may be quoted. ‘And Satan took him up into a high mountain and showed him all
these things.’ The elevation of Saturn gives some power, pride, ambition, and persistent
desire for material objects and worldly welfare. If well aspected, the native will rise by his
own perseverance and industry far above the sphere into which he was born.
If Saturn is afflicted, he will rise only to fall again, or will over-reach himself by a lack of
proportion or ability to judge the limits to which he can expand.
The affliction of the luminaries from Saturn in the Middle Cusp brings dishonour or
scandal, and many obstacles to progress; good aspects strengthen the character, but render
progress slow and liable to interruption and delay. Saturn has power and dignity in the
M.C., but much depends upon sign and aspect, for the unfolding of Saturn is proverbially
slow, though sure.
Saturn fits the native to undertake grave responsibility, also to follow pursuits that require
deep study or patient planning; architects, land surveyors, contractors, miners, builders,
holders of public positions and offices, municipal or state officials, etc. are signified by
Saturn.

2.8.

Your career preference and professional motivation as per the
Nakshatra (Star cluster) of Sun, the natural signifier of Career in
your chart.
Sun is located in Libra in Nakshatra in your chart whose lord is Rahu. You will excel in
any kind of consultancy or advisory work. You may have special skill to succeed in
profession like public relation, Legal or medical profession. In business you can deal in
liquid items, industrial and technical goods. You can be successful in any kind of
entertainment business connected with any media.
You will prefer such work where you can get quick recognition and reward by spending as
much least efforts as possible. You will prefer team work as well as you will be an expert
in getting work done by others on your behalf. You may choose careers in management of
clubs and associations. You may also prefer such business which are associated with
markets and exchanges, like stock market and commodity exchanges or industry
associations.

2.9.

Special status of planets and their connection with your career ,
Career choice as per Destiny controller in your chart
In every chart, there is one planet which we describe as the “Destiny Controller” of our
life. As Destiny controller, it influences every aspect in our life and it will trigger major
events during it’s period/sub-periods in our life. One of the most important aspect in our
life is of course our career. The destiny controller in the chart is that planet which makes
the closest aspect with one of the 12 houses in our chart among all the planets.

10
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Sun at 13 degrees 00 minutes in Libra in your natal chart makes the closest aspect with the
6th house cusp at 13 degrees 52 minutes 01 seconds in Cancer in your natal chart.
Sun is your destiny controller. You will have tremendous self-confidence. You will have
strong will power and very firm core-competence in some functional areas in your career.
You are likely to achieve significant recognition and social status through your career.
However if Sun is debilitated in your chart, then you will have unnecessarily a very bloated
ego, and there may be strong chances of loss of face and status in your profession.

2.10. Special status of 6th house and 10th house and their respective
lords and their connection with your careers
The 6th Lord Moon is located in the 4th house in its exaltation sign Taurus. This indicates
that relation with your subordinates will remain cordial. The 10th Lord Mars is also located
in the 4th house which is also good for your career. Mercury is located in the 9th house
with benefic Venus indicates that you may get success in your career to a great extent.
However you will face turmoil in your career as 10th Lord Mars is aspect by Saturn from
the 10th house.

2.11. Astrologer’s comments on choice of your present career - how it
connects / disconnects with the general astrological signature for
career in your chart
Astrological signatures analyzed so far indicates that career related to teaching & education
that you have chosen as a career is the right choice in your career. You are also suited for
consultancy business as 5th Lord Mercury is well placed in the 9th house.

2.12. Astrologer’s recommendation for alternative career choices
where you will be able to manifest your core competence better
You have reached the age of 56. As you want to go for another field besides your regular
teaching job, you may get a new scope in your career within October 12, 2014 as you are
now passing through the sub period of Mercury. Mercury lord of your 5th house located in
the 9th house in your chart. You have already gained a lot of experience in your field. You
are now passing through the sub period of Mercury in the main period of Saturn which will
continue till October 12, 2014. This is a good period for getting a new scope in your career.
So the time frame till October 12, 2014 is good for getting a new scope in your career
besides you regular teaching job.
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3.

Karmic introspections on how you can pursue to
fulfill your goals in life for ‘Pursuit of Vocation’
along with ‘Pursuit of Wealth’ in your life

3.1.

Seed/trigger/result table for Pursuit of Vocation and pursuit of
Wealth

Pursuits

Seed stage

Trigger stage

Result stage

Pursuits for 'Dharma' (Vocation)

9th house

1st house

5th house

Pursuits for 'Artha' (wealth)

6th house

10th house

2nd house

Pursuits

Seed stage

Trigger stage

Result stage

Pursuits for 'Dharma' (Vocation)

21

33

28

Pursuits for 'Artha' (wealth)

35

23

38

You will observe that Pursuit of Vocation matrix between seed/trigger/results declines
continuously. This signifies that you may start with higher seeds but you will not be able to
improve the same in giving concrete shape to your vocation and if you cannot really
nurture it well the final results will not be excellent and beyond your expectation. The
karmic indications in your chart are not supportive for you to fulfill your long term
strategic goal and true purpose of your life.
You will observe that when it comes to pursuit of wealth in your day to day life, the
Karmic indications are also not supportive. It is progressively decreasing between
seed/trigger but it is static in result stages. This indicates that you must make more efforts
in your day to day work life and you also must not lose focus on your long term goal and
objective. That is what is happening, you are just carrying out your daily duties and
responsibilities pure mechanically and getting stagnated and frustrated in your present
career.

12
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4.

Some important signatures in natal chart
regarding your career

4.1.

Your core competence to be successful in Self-Employment,
Business or Profession
Your core competence lies in the area of teaching or education field. Mercury in the 9th
house with 4th Lord Venus will help you in this area of specialization. However as you are
born in Aquarius Ascendant, you are also suited for managerial post. However you should
not go for own business as 7th Lord Sun is debilitated in the 9th house. 10th Lord Mars in
the 4th house aspect by Saturn & Rahu may cause some dissatisfaction in your job. You
should wear a planetary Yantra for debilitated Sun & also a deep red Coral for Mars & a
yellow Sapphire for Jupiter to get relief to some extent from the present situation.

4.2.

What is the level in term of professional recognition and success
you are likely to reach as per astrological potential in your chart?
The sum total of Ashtakbarga scores of your 1st house, 5th house, 9th house, 10th house
and 11th house is ‘132’. The average Ashtakbarga score of these 5 houses for success in
profession is 140. Hence as per potential in your chart, you should reach average success in
your profession based on your competence and qualification. In professional terms you
may reach the senior level of management within the professional structure of your
organization. You will however face much turmoil to reach to the topmost echelon of
management or administrators in the organization if you go for a job as 10th Lord Mars is
retrograde in the 4th house aspect by Saturn.

4.3.

What is the level in term of professional recognition and success
you are likely to reach as per astrological potential in your chart?
2nd house is the house of wealth or the net worth in your chart. 11th house is the house of
income in your chart. Jupiter is the lord of the 2nd house in your chart and is located in the
9th house in your chart. The 11th Lord is also Jupiter & it is also well placed in the 9th
house. Mercury is also located in the 9th house with benefic Venus. This is a good
configuration for wealth. This is also good for retaining wealth.
Further Ashtakbarga score for 11th house, the house of income is 27 which is just below
than average score of 28. The second house ashtakbarga score is however very high of 38
which is very good. It signifies that your income level is moderately high but you will be
able to save and accumulate wealth better. However as Jupiter, Mercury & Venus are
located in the 9th house, you will earn a lot of money through your own effort.

13
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4.4.

Will there be several and frequent changes in your profession or
will you more or less stick to same job and minimum changes in
your career
The 10th Lord Mars is located in fixed sign in your chart. There will be no frequent
changes in your career as 10th Lord Mars is located in the 4th house in a fixed sign Taurus
but there may be some dissatisfaction in your career or due to some confrontation with
your superiors as 10th Lord Mars is retrograde & aspect by Rahu & Saturn. You should not
go for independent profession besides your regular job in future as 7th Lord Sun is
debilitated in the 9th house. You may however go for therapist besides your regular
teaching job in future.

4.5.

Will you have several jobs simultaneously in your career?
Mars is located in a fixed sign in your chart. There will be only one career. You may
however go for another career simultaneously like consultancy business with your regular
job in future as 5th Lord Mercury is located in the 9th house. However you should continue
your present teaching profession.

4.6.

What will be the level of efforts/slogging and responsibilities you
will experience as per your chart?
Ashtakbarga score of 6th house is strong in your chart. Lord of 6th House Moon is also
strong in the 4th house in your birth chart aspect by Saturn. Saturn is located in the 10th
house & it also aspect the 10th Lord Mars governing career. Rahu also aspect the 10th
Lord Mars. Rahu & Saturn will make you work hard and struggle, only then Saturn will
give you it’s rewards and will give you responsibilities in your profession. You have to
struggle hard to get good results in your career. However hard work and consistent efforts
will be the only Mantra for success in your career.

4.7.

What will be your relationship and emotional quotient with people
interacting with you?
Sun is the natural signifier of Superiors in a chart. Sun is lord of your 7th house and is
located in your 9th house with benefic Venus. The relationship with your superiors will
remain more or less cordial though Sun is debilitated. The relation with your subordinates
will remain cordial as 6th Lord Moon is exalted in the 4th house.

4.8.

When earliest you are likely to start your career and independent
earning as per your chart
You are likely to get good results in your career at any time within October 12, 2014 to a
great extent, as you are now passing through the sub period of Mercury in the main period
of Saturn. However you are suited for job than independent earnings.

14
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4.9.

What kind of functional responsibilities are most suitable for you?
You are not suited for business as the 7th Lord Sun is debilitated in the 9th house. If you
go for a side income besides your regular teaching profession then you are most suited for
career as a therapist or in consultancy.

5. Career milestones as per transit and Dasha system
5.1.

major milestones in career between the age of 20 years to 60
years of age as per the relationship between transit Saturn and
natal Sun in the chart

5.2.

Milestone Period for your Career
hursday, June 10, 1982 to Thursday, December 20, 1984
Sunday, January 06, 1985 to Monday, September 16, 1985
Tuesday, November 15, 2011 to Tuesday, May 15, 2012
Sunday, April 08, 2012 to Monday, March 10, 2014
Monday, January 28, 2041 to Saturday, June 01, 2041
Thursday, September 26, 2041 to Friday, December 11, 2043
During the above said period Planet Saturn will transit in the same sign where your Natal
Sun is situated. Therefore the position of transiting Saturn and Natal Sun in the same house
could give a climax in your career. However your career will reach a climax for good or for
bad.

5.3.

2nd Milestone Period for your Career
Wednesday, March 21, 1990 to Wednesday, June 20, 1990
Saturday, December 15, 1990 to Wednesday, June 02, 1993
Friday, October 15, 1993 to Sunday, October 10, 1993
Friday, January 24, 2020 to Thursday, April 28, 2022
Wednesday, December 07, 2022 to Tuesday, January 17, 2023
During the above said period Planet Saturn will transit through the 4th house from your
Natal Sun in your birth chart. Therefore the 4/10 relation between transiting Saturn and
Natal Sun indicates going for a new job/career during the above said period.
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5.4.

3rd Milestone Period for your Career
Friday, April 17, 1998 to Wednesday, July 05, 2000
Saturday, March 06, 2027 to Tuesday, October 19, 2027
Thursday, February 24, 2028 to Tuesday, August 07, 2029
Thursday, May 10, 2029 to Tuesday, April 16, 2030
During the above said period Planet Saturn will transit through the 7th house from your
Natal Sun in your birth chart. Therefore the relation between transiting Saturn and Natal
Sun 7th to each other indicates temporary/permanent break in your career.

5.5.

4th Milestone Period for your Career
Wednesday, June 09, 2004 to Wednesday, January 12, 2005
Thursday, May 26, 2005 to Tuesday, January 10, 2006
Thursday, November 01, 2007 to Sunday, July 15, 2007
Thursday, July 13, 2034 to Wednesday, August 27, 2036
During the above said period Planet Saturn will transit through the 10th house from your
Natal Sun in your birth chart. Therefore 10/4 relation between transiting Saturn and Natal
Sun indicates that you will reach to the peak point in your professional life. It could very
well happen that after this point you may again reach a higher level by changing your line
or you had reached a point of climax and your chart indicates outstanding transit strength
of Saturn or an extraordinarily favorable Dasha for career growth.

5.6.

Four Major milestones in career changes between the age of 20
years to 60 years of age as per Rahu / Ketu transit through 10th
house, the house of profession.
Saturday, January 09, 2016 to Friday, September 08, 2017
Sunday, September 20, 2020 to Wednesday, March 16, 2022
Friday, May 30, 2025 to Wednesday, November 25, 2026
Monday, February 04, 2030 to Friday, August 08, 2031
Sunday, August 13, 2034 to Saturday, April 12, 2036
Friday, April 08, 2039 to Sunday, December 09, 2040
Saturday, December 19, 2043 to Wednesday, June 14, 2045
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6.

Month Wise Career Prediction For Next One Years
BASED ON KARMA INDEX AND PLANETARY
DASHA SYSTEM

6.1.

Half Yearly Karma Index Table for next One Years, Tansit
signature of different planets with respect to your birth chart

From Date

To So Wea Effo Happi Creati Dise Spo Wind Dest Vocat Des Detach Kar
Date ul lth rts ness vity
ase use fall iny ion
ire ment
ma

01-Mar-2014

31Mar2014

17

55

-180

-143

71

-12

-95

-96

62

-225

-56

-62

-80

01-Apr-2014

30Apr2014

8

54

-94

-5

40

-21

-70

-92

135

-176

-24

-60

-38

01-May-2014

31May2014

25

85

38

78

92

12

8

-11

157

-41

68

3

68

01-Jun-2014

30Jun2014

33

68

-42

-61

123

18

-24

-1

95

-103

11

18

33

01-Jul-2014

31Jul2014

87

160

-14

10

214

14

-11

-43

307

-180

63

19

98

01-Aug-2014

31Aug2014

140 174

12

-29

224

16

41

-50

325

-135

75

19

128

01-Sep-2014

30Sep2014

64

48

33

154

-2

38

-16

202

-66

119

13

72

01-Oct-2014

31Oct2014

-69 76

-136

-84

55

-22

-93

-45

-70

-155

52

-62

-134

01-Nov-2014

30Nov2014

-64 198

-44

-190

187

-77

-63

-10

-3

-153

198

-258

-122

01-Dec-2014

31Dec2014

-49 204

-54

-209

223

-109

-114

-47

162

-266

139

-373

-97

01-Jan-2015

31Jan2015

130
140

9

-117

73

-148

-116

-32

28

-150

154

-462

-163

01-Feb-2015

28Feb2015

94
128

149

5

59

-145

-67

26

119

-52

156

-438

-56

Best >= 100

145

Mixed < 100 And >= 30

Average < 30 And >= 5

17

Worst < 5
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6.2.

Main Period / Sub period / Sub-Sub Period Table
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6.3.

Overall Indication For Next One Year
During the next one year, you will experience growth in your career aspect of life. This is
because you will pass through the sub period of Mercury in the main period of Saturn. It
will continue till October 12, 2014. Jupiter in transit is favorable for your career aspect till
June 19, 2014. So the current sub period of Mercury till October 12, 2014 is better for your
business/career.
The next sub period of Ketu in the main period of Saturn will start from 12th October 2014
& effective till November 21, 2015. This sub period would be unfavorable for you in
regard to your career/profession as Ketu is located in the 2nd house from your Ascendant.
This will produce some turmoil for your career & finance as Ketu is unwelcome in the 2nd
house.

6.4.

1st YEAR: March 2014 To February 2015
This is going to be a good period for your career & there will be up-liftment in your career.
Jupiter in transit will be favourable for you till June 19, 2014 which may cause up-liftment
in regard to career opportunities. However the next transit of Jupiter after June 19, 2014 for
one year is also good for your career & finance as it will aspect natal 10th house & Saturn.
This may also give you a new scope in regard to your career. Your income will increase to
a great extent within October 12, 2014.
The main period of Saturn is on the whole is more or less supportive for you as it is located
in the 10th house. The sub period of Mercury effective till 12th October 2014 is good for
your career. Mercury being lord of the 5th house is good for your career & could help you
to fulfil a long standing ambition of yours. This period could bring good financial gains
and success in your efforts.
The sub period of Mercury started in the main period of Saturn from 22nd February 2012
& would remain effective till 12th October 2014. It will bring good results in regard to
success & career. This period will bestow good favours from your superiors. This period
indicates success in career and you may get a new scope in regard to your career. However
the next sub period of Ketu till November 21, 2015 is however bring some turmoil in your
career. So you should take decision to start your new venture within October 12, 2014.
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7.

Highlights About Your Career For Next One Year

7.1.

Is there any possibility of changes in your present job during next
1 Year? If yes when the change will be for better or for worse?
There is a possibility of change/up-liftment in your career within October 12, 2014. The
change will be better than your present situation. The transit of Jupiter through Gemini till
June 19, 2014 is also good for your career & finance.

7.2.

When you can expect definite promotion or reward in our present
career during next 1 Year?
I expect definite promotion/reward/change in your career within October 12, 2014 as you
are passing through the sub period of Mercury in the main period of Saturn and Jupiter will
also now transit through the 2nd house Gemini from your natal Moon sign Taurus. Again
after June 19, 2014 you may also get a scope in your career as Jupiter will aspect the 10th
house and Saturn.

7.3.

Is there ay setback in present job and when?
There is no possibility of setback in your career. You may get a new scope in your career
within October 12, 2014. However you should be cautious during the month of November
2014. However after October 12, 2014 you may face some turmoil in your career as you
will then pass through the sub period of Ketu in the main period of Saturn.

7.4.

Is there any likelihood of a foreign placement and when? Will it be
short term or long-term assignment?
You are best suited for job/career in your own country as 10th Lord Mars is located in the
4th house in a fixed sign & 1st Lord Saturn is also located in the 10th house Scorpio which
is also a fixed sign.

7.5.

If there is a promotion will it bring both monetary gain as well as
higher designation?
Promotion or change in career is expected within October 12, 2014. During this time frame
you will get a good opportunity and you will get a higher financial compensation as well as
higher responsibility. However within June 19, 2014, you may get a good opportunity or
there may be an up-liftment in your career. You may also start your career as a therapist
within October 12, 2014.

7.6.

If there is a change, will it involve a change of location also and
when?
There is no possibility of a change of location as you are now passing through the main
period of Saturn which is located in a fixed sign Scorpio.
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7.7.

Is there any possibility of loss of job or demotion or being
superseded by others? If yes, when?
There is no possibility of set-back in your career and the time frame after October 12, 2014
is not very good for your career as you will then pass though the sub period of debilitated
Sun in the main period of Saturn & you may face some turmoil in your career after this
time frame.

7.8.

Overall this period, will my profession be considered as Best /
Worst / Mixed period in my professional life?
The time frame up to October 12, 2014 is good for your career. However after October 12,
2014 you may face some turmoil in your career as you will pass through the sub period of
debilitated Sun. You may however get a good scope in your career and you can expect
major breakthrough in your career within October 12, 2014 as you will then pass through
the sub period of Mercury in the main period of Saturn.
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8.

Answers to your specific questions/concerns

8.1.

Concern:
Regarding profession ....

8.2.

Answer
You are best suited for teaching profession or in the education field. You are also suited for
activity as a therapist as you are born in Aquarius Ascendant. You are also suited for
counseling or as an advisor as Mercury is located in the 9th house. So you may go for
activity as a therapist or as an advisor besides your regular teaching job. The time frame till
October 12, 2014 is a better period for your career as you are now passing through the sub
period of Mercury in the main period of Saturn. Jupiter is favorable in transit from your
natal Moon sign Taurus till June 19, 2014.

9.

Astrological Remedies

9.1.

Planetary Yantra for debilitated Sun.
You should wear a planetary Yantra for debilitated Sun.

9.2.

Red Coral Ring
With regard to 3rd & 10th Lord Mars is retrograde & aspect by Saturn in the 4th house
governing career & success. Please wear a deep red Coral of 8 to 9 carats on silver ring on
the ring finger of the right hand, inaugurated any Tuesday morning after bath & prayers.
This will help you to check the evil effect of Mars to some extent. The gem should touch
your body after ring mounting & so designed.

9.3.

Yellow Sapphire Ring
With regard to your planet 2nd & 11th Lord Jupiter who is placed in the 9th house but it is
combust governing finance & wealth, please wear a yellow Sapphire of 5 to 6 carats in
potency mounted on a gold ring and worn on the right index finger, gem touching the body,
inaugurated any Thursday morning after bath & prayers.
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On behalf of CyberAstro.Com, Mr. D.P. Sarkar, Astrologer

法律学修士を持ち、海外でキャリアを積む。インド占星術界の中でも 25 年以上の豊富
な キ ャ リ ア を 持 つ Bagla Pandit Parishad 氏 に 師 事 し 、 研 鑽 を 積 む 。 Life
Predictioneports, Future-O-Scope Report は彼の担当である。

このたびはインド占星術鑑定サービス「改訂版 職業成功レポート（NEW LOOK CAREER REPORT FOR
ONE YEAR）」をご注文いただきましてまことにありがとうございました。この鑑定レポートはご質問
いただきましたご回答となります。基本的にはこの回答を電話か対面にて日本語で説明をさせていた
だきましてから、この鑑定レポートをメール添付か郵送にて納品させていただきます。どうぞよろし
くご査収下さい。またインド占星術処方箋 （Astrological Remedy）に関するお問合せは下記までご
連絡下さい。今後とも VedaLife（ヴェーダライフ）のサービスをよろしくお願い申し上げます。
2014 年 3 月 8 日（土）
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